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        Metadata: Final Report of the PREMIS Working Group  
        (version 1.0) 

 
 March 2008: PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation 

Metadata, version 2.0 
 

 Jan. 2011:  PREMIS Data Dictionary version 2.1 
 

 Apr. 2012: PREMIS Data Dictionary version 2.2 
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v2/ 

 

 June 2013: PREMIS OWL Ontology 
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/ontology/index.html 
 

 

 June 2015: PREMIS Data Dictionary version 3.0 
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v3/ 

 
 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v3/premis-3-0-final.pdf 
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                         Data Dictionary Evolution 



2) the Environments (i.e. hardware and software 
needed to use digital objects) are described as 
generic Intellectual Entities so that they can be 
described and preserved reusing the Object 
entity, as Representation, File or Bitstream. 

1) the Intellectual Entity is defined as a category 
of Object to enable additional description and 
linking to related PREMIS entities; 

                         Data Model Version 3.0 
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                        Two Endorsed Expressions of PREMIS 
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 Environments had to be integrated; 

 Preservation vocabularies hosted by LOC Linked Data Services    
(LOC-LDS) were enriched and updated and their structure within 
the ontology had to be revised; 

 Several improvements were proposed, to make it simpler and more 
compatible with Linked Data principles. 

 Why a new version of the ontology? 

expressed using 

OWL ontology 

XML Schema 



http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v3/premis-3-0-final.pdf 

RightsStatement 

Event 

Agent Object 

                         The Ontology for Version 3.0 
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                         The Ontology for Version 3.0 

RightsStatement 

Event 

Agent Object 

Organization 

Person 

Software Bitstream 

File 

IntellectualEntity 

Representation 

Environment 

The general assumption of the PREMIS 3.0 Ontology Working Group: 
 

 adopting as much as possible an approach oriented toward the 
interoperability with other well established ontologies; 
 

 contributing to increase the interoperability of digital archives 
aiming to use the PREMIS 3.0 Ontology 

Hardware 
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                         3.0 Ontology Use Cases 

a conceptual model for producing RDF datasets expressed in 
PREMIS 3.0 terms (classes and properties), to be combined with 
other terms defined by third-party RDFS or OWL ontologies: 
 

 Europeana Data Model (EDM), 
 Portland Common Data Model (PCDM) 
 PROV-O for provenance information,  
 FOAF  for human agents,  
 DOAP  for software agents,  
 Dublin Core for descriptive metadata, and  
 OAI-ORE for structural relationships 
 EBUCORE for media technology 

 Ontology integration 

for example by using the PREMIS ontology,  
in systems Hydra/Fedora 4 based, 

 Development of semantic services in existing systems 
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deeper use of 
preservation 

metadata 
 

                         3.0 Ontology - Expectations 
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PREMIS 3.0  

Ontology 

 
empowering 
services for 

cross-repository 
search  

 

helping 
stakeholders in 
improving the 

management of 
preservation 

metadata.  
 

 
Overcoming interoperability 

problems due to different 
underlying data models  

of digital repositories 
 

 
Engaging wider user 

community by integrating 
third-party ontologies 

 



                         3.0 Ontology - Expectations 
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ADMINISTRATOR 

PRESERVATION 
EXPERT 

COLLECTION 
MANAGER 

What is the average time of a 
message digest calculation 

operation? 

How many 
Representations were 
ingested after certain 

date? 
 

Which Representations 
contain not well-formed 

HTML Files? 

Exploitation 

Preservation planning 
Quality Assurance 

Which tool should be 
charged with producing 
so low-quality images? 

Optimization 

Which Objects have not 
undergone an 

ocerization operation? 

Collection enrichment 

Which Environment is 
known to render my 

Objects? 



                       3.0 Ontology Design Main Principles 
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Make it 
simple! 

Lightweight ontologies 
are easily understood 

and adopted, and more 
widely used datasets. 

Providing a one-to-one mapping 
from PREMIS semantic units to 

RDF structures. 

Keep consistency 
with the  

Data Dictionary 

common understanding of preservation 
metadata (by humans and machines) by relating 
new terms to existing ones in other ontologies 

Re-use existing 
vocabularies 

benefitting from other 
communities knowledge and 

expertise by re-using (carefully) 
specific vocabularies 

To be part of the 
Semantic Web 



                       A simple example 
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 A PDF/A-1a file representing a thesis, produced by 
Distiller v. 15.0, with fixity information provided by gperf. 

Ontology 2013 

@prefix cryptoFunc:  <http://id.loc.gov/ 
vocabulary/preservation/cryptographicHashFunctions/> 
<thesisInt> a premis:IntellectualEntity. 
<file1> a premis:File; 
 premis:hasIntellectualEntity <thesisInt>; 
 premis:hasDateCreatedByApplication  "2016-
05- 10T14:23:21Z"; 
 premis:hasCreatingApplication <distiller15>;  
 premis:hasFormat  <pdfa1aformat>; 
 premis:hasFormat <info:pronom/fmt/95>; 
 premis:hasObjectCharacteristics <file1char>; 
<pda1aformat> a premis:Format; 
 premis:hasFormatDesignation <pda1aDesig>; 
 
 
<pda1aDesig> a premis:FormatDesignation; 
 premis:hasFormatName "Acrobat PDF/A"; 
 premis:hasFormatVersion "1a". 
<file1char> premis:hasFixity  <file1fixity>; 
 premis:hasSize "101339" 
<distiller15> a premis:CreatingApplication; 
 premis:hasCreatingApplicationName "Adobe 
Distiller"; 
 premis:hasCreatingApplicationVersion "15,0". 
<file1fixity> a premis:Fixity; 
 premis:hasMessageDigestOriginator <gperf>; 
 premis:hasMessageDigest 
"258622b1688250cb619f3c9ccaefb7eb« ; 
 premis:hasMessageDigestAlgorithm 
<cyptoFunc:md5>. 



For information only;  may be subjected to changes  
depending on the working group  
modelling choices. 

                       A simple example 
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@prefix cryptoFunc:  
<http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/preservation/cryptographi
cHashFunctions/> 
@prefix relSubType: 
<http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/preservation/relationshipS
ubType/> . 
<thesisInt> a premis:IntellectualEntity; 
 relSubType:isr <file1>. 
<file1> a premis:File; 
 prov:generatedAtTime  "2016-05-
 10T14:23:21Z"; 
 dc:creator <distiller15>;  
 dcterms:format <pdfa1aformat>; 
 ebucore:fileSize "101339"; 
 premis:hasFixity  <file1fixity>. 
<pda1aformat> a dcterms:FileFormat; 
 owl:sameAs <info:pronom/fmt/95>; 
 rdfs:label "Acrobat PDF/A«  
 premis:hasVersion "1a". 
<distiller15> a prov:SoftwareAgent; 
 rdfs:label "Adobe Distiller"; 
 premis:hasVersion "15,0". 
<file1fixity> a cryptoFunc:MD5; 
 dc:creator <gperf>; 
 rdf:value 
"258622b1688250cb619f3c9ccaefb7eb". 

 A PDF/A-1a file representing a thesis, produced by 
Distiller v. 15.0, with fixity information provided by gperf. 



                        In a Nutshell… 
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 The “technical” facilitation of the semantic expression; 
 The inclusion of external vocabularies for PREMIS semantic units 

using, whenever possible, external vocabularies; 
 Guidelines and mappings from PREMIS semantic units to RDF 

constructs. 

 New version of PREMIS ontology will provide: 

 More concise; 
 Easier to understand; 
 Easier to maintain; 
 Easier to enrich. 

 It is expected to be : 
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Thank you for 
your kind 
attention  

Do I have 
questions ? 

Do you 
have any 
question? 
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Do I have 
questions ? 

Please, raise 
your hand 


